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Abstract
This document discusses the goal of usage control and monitoring of security-sensitive actions
executed on the gateway.
This deliverable describes how usage control and monitoring is achieved through the
implementation of the AGILE security architecture. To this end, the security architecture is
placed in the big picture of the AGILE project, and the location of the enforcement points
required to achieve proper access and usage control of the data is covered herein.
Additionally, this report illustrates how monitoring of actions to track provenance of data
access gives insights to security-aware users on how systems interacting with the gateway APIs
act on their behalf and access their data.
From the technical perspective, the policy language used by AGILE and the evaluation of the
security policies with their dimensions are discussed. Later sections describe how the desired
role-based access control model presented in earlier deliverables has been implemented on top
of our generic attribute-based security architecture. More importantly, this document clarifies
how the role-based access control currently configured by default for the gateway is realised by
explaining entity definitions and their policies. The aforementioned role-based access control
mechanisms serve as the foundation to apply policies capable of ensuring proper usage control
on the gateway’s data. This takes place through a flexible policy framework implemented based
on usage lock policies.
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1 Introduction
AGILE provides common APIs to interact with devices, such as sensors and actuators,
connected to a modular gateway. Furthermore, it provides an easy to use Web-based
environment to develop workflows and visualize devices’ data. As a consequence, security
concerns rise when there are several users accessing the gateway’s data sources and sinks, i.e.
sensors and actuators, and it becomes critical to ensure that they have proper control over
who and when their data and devices are accessed.
To tackle this concern, AGILE includes a security framework whereby users can define security
policies instructing the gateway under which conditions other gateway users can access data
from devices or execute particular actions on the gateway or its devices.
The project has already presented a Software Architecture from the development point of
view in Figure 8 of D3.1 Deliverable (Charalampos and Erdeniz 2016). For completeness, we
include it here, as Figure 1, in order to place the security components in the big picture.
Figure 1 shows the interaction of different AGILE components through the D-Bus and REST
APIs. From now on, we will mainly discuss components within the Access and Authentication
component along with the Security API Implementation. Therein lay all the core security
components such as Identity Management (IDM), the Policy Decision Point (PDP), the Policy
Administration Point (PAP), among others. Later on, we will also discuss the Policy
Enforcement Points (PEPs) which are outside of the security core components1.
Generally speaking, PEPs are enforcement points where certain actions should be allowed or
forbidden. Since this process needs to occur where the action is being executed, e.g. the data
API, enforcement points have to be external to the security core, in this case the Access and
Authentication component in Figure 1. For more details, see Section 4.2.

1

Re refer to security core components to the elements storing and handling relevant information to
evaluate policies. Those elements include the Identity Management system, the Policy Administration
Point and the Policy Decision Point.
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Figure 1 AGILE Software Architecture: Development View
The rest of the document is organised as follows: the AGILE security Framework is presented in
Section 2. Afterwards, Section 3 discusses the specifics of how Access and Usage control is
implemented on the gateway. Then, Section 4 explains how monitoring and provenance
aspects are implemented to give the user a deeper understanding of how security-related
actions take place in the gateway. Section 54.2 clarifies the different enforcement points
required for AGILE so far. Last but not least, Section 6 points to software specification
resources, e.g. the SDK documentation and Section 7 summarizes this document and presents
our future steps in Work Package 5.
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2 AGILE Security Framework
In this section, we explore the security framework from AGILE. For simplicity, we start from
basic definitions for Attribute-Based Access Control, in order to map them to our particular
implementations within the AGILE gateway software stack.

2.1 Attribute-Based Security Definitions
The following definitions are proposed by the Guide to Attribute Based Access Control
Definition and Considerations report from the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) (Hu, et al. 2014):




Digital Policies (DP): Access control rules that compile directly into machine
executable codes or signals. Subject/object attributes, operations, and environment
conditions are the fundamental elements of Digital Policies, the building blocks of
Digital Policies rules, which are enforced by an access control mechanism.
Meta Policies (MP): A policy about policies, or policy for managing policies, such as
assignment of priorities and resolution of conflicts between Digital Policies or other
Meta Policies.

Furthermore, components evaluating and administering these policies and attributes used to
evaluate them are defined as follows:








Policy Decision Point (PDP): Computes access decisions by evaluating the applicable
Digital Policies and Meta Policies. One of the main functions of the PDP is to mediate
or deconflict Digital Policies according to Meta Policies.
Policy Enforcement Point (PEP): Enforces policy decisions in response to a request
from a subject requesting access to a protected object; the access control decisions
are made by the PDP.
Policy Information Point (PIP): Serves as the retrieval source of attributes, or the data
required for policy evaluation to provide the information needed by the PDP to make
the decisions.
Policy Administration Point (PAP): Provides a user interface for creating, managing,
testing, debugging Digital Policies and Meta Policies, and storing these policies in the
appropriate repository.

The definition of Digital Policy and Meta Policy evidences that in a generic attribute-based
system, it is not only important to understand how Digital Policies can affect the actions
performed and data accesses in the system, but it is also critical to be able to define who and
under which conditions can the Digital Policies be changed, i.e. Meta Policies. We discuss how
this is implemented in AGILE in Section 3.4. The mapping between components handling
policies mentioned before based on (Hu, et al. 2014) and AGILE is described in Section 2.2.
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2.2 AGILE Security Architecture
As described in AGILE’s Deliverable 5.1 (Parra 2016), AGILE IDM provides user authentication
functionality and proper OAuth2 endpoints to enable applications running in the gateway or
elsewhere to rely on AGILE IDM as an Identity Provider. Furthermore, AGILE-IDM served as an
entity repository managing entity’s attributes, validating their schema, and enforcing a set of
pre-defined read and write policies on attributes. The latter is what the NIST defines as the
Policy Information Point (PIP) described in Section 2.1.
Initially, AGILE–IDM served as an Identity Provider and as the PIP. We have decided to extend
the same Web server2 while preserving a clear separation of responsibilities for each
component while complying with the generic architecture proposed for attribute-based access
control systems described in Section 2.1.
The Agile-security component exposes several APIs (which could be executed in separate
servers with some minor modifications). The REST PDP and PAP API represent the PAP, PDP
components described in Section 2.1. On the other hand, the REST Entity API (part of the
AGILE-IDM component formerly) maps to the PIP.
As shown in Figure 2, the agile-policies component serves its purpose within AGILE IDM to
decide which attributes can be shown to particular users, i.e. attribute declassification, and to
evaluate whether users are allowed to write to particular attributes or create entities. On top,
the same agile-policies component is exposed through the PAP and PDP rest APIs to set and
evaluate policies used by other AGILE components, such as the device management API.
Section 3 describes in more detail the responsibilities and functionality provided by this
module. Also, the agile-audit module is clearly explained in Section 4.1.

Figure 2 Security Architecture
2

Although the AGILE software stack will not run in embedded systems with high resources constraints, it
is meant to cope with low-cost hardware gateways for makers, such as the Raspberry Pi. As a result, we
decided to extend the previous AGILE-IDM web server to include modules for the PAP, PDP, etc., instead
of having separate Web servers for each one of them.
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3 Access and Usage Control Policies
The policy language used to define AGILE policies is an extension of Parametrised Locks
(Broberg and Sands 2010) and the extension has its origins in the COMPOSE FP7 European
Project (Schreckling, Parra and Gottschlich 2015). The policy language and framework has been
further developed within a German Funded project called FORSEC (Pernul, Schryen and
Schillinger 2016). This collaboration allows AGILE and FORSEC to share components.
Particularly, the policy ULock Policy FRamewOrk (UPFROnt3) developed as part of FORSEC4 is
used in the agile-policies component. Conversely, FORSEC has used AGILE-IDM to support
NEROS5 a modification of Node-RED enforcing advanced information flow policies and SERIOS6,
a data management API for the IoT in the cloud.
Since D5.1 was written (Parra 2016), there have been new releases from the policy framework
requiring updates on the policy format described therein. Also, the policy formats for IDM
entities read and write access have been unified with the policies evaluated when actions are
performed on entities or when data is being used. The policy Ulock Policy FramewOrk
(UPFROnt) offers several advantages. On the one hand, it offers a generic framework on top of
which locks, using entity attributes or any other aspects such as time or even external
resources, can be defined and plugged in. Also, although we do not foresee the need of this
yet in AGILE, ULocks support static analysis and have the possibility to be combined with least
upper bound functions when several data items are combined in order to achieve fine-grained
data flow tracking.
This section covers the usage control model initially. From then on, the different aspects of the
policy language are introduced.

3.1 Usage Control Model
Usage Control models (Park and Sandhu 2004) build on top of attribute-based access control.
In AGILE, users or entities, are modelled as entities. In Usage Control they often have
attributes, like in AGILE, but they are called Subject and Object, since a subject acts on an
object. The Usage Control model extends typical access control by performing constant checks
whenever data is used. For example, instead of performing a call to check access the a device
and deliver every data item from a device, the Usage Control model would validate for each
data item, that the subject reading the information is still allowed. In this way, if the user
attempting to read the whole data set is only allowed to read a certain amount of data items,
e.g. due to payment reasons, the system could stop delivering data to this particular user due
to the quota limit. Furthermore, attribute-based environments typically consider attributes
3

https://github.com/SEDARI/UPFROnt
Although UPFROnt offers a mongoDB database connector, AGILE has developed a levelDB connector to
abide with performance and space constraints for the maker’s version of the gateway.
5
https://github.com/SEDARI/neros
6
https://github.com/SEDARI/serios
4
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being assigned statically through an administrative process (such as the admin role) involving
users with particular rights. This part is required by Usage Control, but additionally there can
be mutable attributes depending on actions performed by subjects (users) on objects
(entities); as a result, policies evaluating whether a particular use should be allowed can rely
on dynamic attributes updated when Objects (entities) are used in the system.
Now that we have covered the, more or less, subtle differences, the most drastic difference
between typical Access Control and Usage Control would be that the latter relies on
Authorizations (A), oBligations (B), and Conditions (C):






Authorizations: are predicates evaluated whenever a particular use takes place and
return whether the use is allowed or not. Authorizations can be performed before the
use takes place and also during the use.
Obligations: are mandatory requirements before or during the usage exercise. An
obligation could rely on attributes. Furthermore, when obligations are evaluated,
mutable attributes for the entities involved may be updated. This in turn, could
potentially affect the current or future usage decisions. An example of the
implementation of an obligation is covered by the ActionExecLessThan covered in
Section 3.2.
Conditions: are environmental or system-oriented decision factors, e.g. time of the
day. Conditions do not reference attributes, but instead system or environmental
values. An example of the implementation of an obligation is covered by the
TimePeriodLock explained in Section 3.2.

The fine-grained policy evaluation (per data item accessed through the AGILE API), the flexible
attribute-based Identity Management, and the implementation of policies based on Usage
Locks offers Usage Control within the AGILE gateway.
On the one hand, attributes can be updated if desired, based on our flexible policy schema.
This fulfils in one way the mutable attribute requirement. Additionally, Usage Locks can
implement mutable attributes by calculating their values or reading them from external
systems. To illustrate this, we have implemented the ActionExecLessThan lock calculating the
amount of actions that a user has taken in the past on a particular entity (Object) in order to
decide whether an action can take place or not. Further, the TimePeriodLock evaluates the
current time in order to allow interactions with entities only in a particular time range of the
day. Practically speaking these locks implement an obligation and a condition respectively.
More importantly, the locks described can be combined in security policies to have a flexible
security framework. The next sections will explain which policy dimensions are available at the
moment and how can locks be combined for the policy evaluation performed by the PDP.

© D5.2 Usage Control and Provenance Management
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3.2 Policy Dimensions
As already anticipated, the policy language is based on usage locks. Each policy is an array of
blocks denoting an operation, i.e. read or write. When the policy, i.e. the array of blocks, is
evaluated for a particular action, e.g. read, UPFROnt verifies that there is at least one block
allowing the operation to be executed. In other words, all the blocks for a particular action are
evaluated with the logical OR operator. Figure 3 shows from an abstract perspective how a
policy with 3 read blocks and 2 write blocks would be evaluated. In the example, reading
would be allowed because there is at least one block with read that allows the action. On the
contrary, there is no block allowing the write action to be executed. Thus, the entity for which
the policy is being evaluated would not allow the user to write to its attribute or execute the
action.

Figure 3 Policy evaluation allowing to read but not write

Going into more detail, each block can have cero or more usage locks. Each lock is an instance
of a lock type which can be plugged in into the policy framework to evaluate any condition on
the entities involved in any policy evaluation, or any aspect of the environment. Each block
evaluates its Usage locks as if the block would be a door with several physical locks at the same
time. That means that all locks must be opened in order to open the door; likewise, a door
without locks at all is open already.
Figure 4 shows two blocks for a read operation within a policy. According to the evaluation of
the policy from Figure 3, the read operation would be allowed due to the left-hand side policy
with all the locks open. This means, that all locks within a block are evaluated with a logical
AND operator.

Figure 4 Usage locks evaluation allowing read
Based on the initial requirements from AGILE use cases, and to produce the simple role-based
access control model described by the AGILE generic use case produced at the beginning of the
project (Charalampos and Erdeniz 2016), the following usage lock types have been
implemented:

© D5.2 Usage Control and Provenance Management
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HasType: this lock validates that an entity has a particular type. This ensures, for
example, that the action performing or on which the action is being performed is of
type “user”.
attrEq: this lock is the cornerstone to build our role-based access control mechanisms
to distinguish admin users. This lock evaluates to true when the entity has an attribute
matching a given value. As a result, when called with the arguments “role” and “user”,
it validates that the entity has a role equal to admin.
isOwner: this lock allows us to ensure that the entity on which the action is being
performed is owned by the entity performing the action on it. This ensures that users
creating entities have the right to read or write some attributes according to our
default security model.
TimePeriodLock: this lock evaluates to true when the current time lies within an
interval between a starting and end time of the day.
ActionExecLessThan: this lock ensures that the user attempting an action or accessing
an attribute has not executed an action more than a certain number of times. This lock
uses the audit mechanisms, which log security critical actions, described in Section 4.1.

As part of Task 5.4 Platform Integration, we will assess which other locks are needed to fulfil
additional security requirements for the AGILE pilots or external users.

3.3 Policy Language
This section describes the policy language used for the definition of the policies in JSON format
and assigns names to them in order to improve readability of the next sections. The most
basic policies forming the foundation of the security model are the following:
Policy Name

Policy

Explanation

readAll

{

op: "read" }

This policy allows any entity
to read because there are no
(closed) locks.

writeAll

{

op: "write" }

This policy allows any entity
to write because there are no
(closed) locks.

readOwner

{

op: "read",

This policy allows entities of
type user to read the values
protected by the policy as
long as the user is owner of
the entity being read.

locks: [
{ lock: "hasType",
args: ["/user"]
},
{ lock: "isOwner" }

© D5.2 Usage Control and Provenance Management
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]
}
writeOwner

{

op: "write",
locks: [
{ lock: "hasType",

This policy allows entities of
type user to write the values
protected by the policy as
long as the user is the owner
of the entity being read.

args: ["/user"]
},
{ lock: "isOwner" }
]
}
readAdmin

{

op: "read",
locks: [
{ lock: "hasType",
args: ["/user"]

This policy allows entities of
type user to read the values
protected by the policy as
long as the attribute “role” of
the user equals the value
“admin”, i.e. user is admin.

},
{ lock: "attrEq",
args:
["role",”admin”]
}
]
}
writeAdmin

{

op: "write",
locks: [
{ lock: "hasType",
args: ["/user"]

This policy allows entities of
type user to write the values
protected by the policy as
long as the attribute “role” of
the user equals the value
“admin”, i.e. user is admin.

},
{ lock: "attrEq",
args:
["role",”admin”]
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}
]
}

Table 1 Basic Policies for AGILE
As explained earlier, the policies shown in Table 1 can be combined in an array of blocs
containing them, and they will be evaluated by the policy framework as described in Section
3.2.

3.4 Digital Policies and Meta Policies in AGILE
Now that we have covered the bare-bones policy format as well as how the UPFROnt policies
are evaluated, we show how these policies allow AGILE to implement Digital Policies and Meta
Policies protecting attributes, action execution and protection of policies.
The foundation to define security policies are entities and their attributes as defined by AGILE
IDM. Each entity or group handled by IDM has a policy structure under the same id in the PAP.
The policy structure for this id has a set of policies for particular fields within the policy. In
several cases attributes in IDM have a field counterpart in the PAP. But, we use this
terminology to differentiate them because not every field has an attribute and not every
attribute has a field in the general case.

3.4.1 Digital Policies on Attributes
The entity’s attribute structure, i.e. JSON schema, along with the default policies on entities’
fields is configurable. This produces a very flexible attribute-based security model which can be
adjusted to the particular use case intended for the gateway. However, for ease of use we
provide a default configuration for the gateway including a set of entities useful for developers
including users, devices, OAuth2 clients and an entity representing the local gateway.
As previously described in (Parra 2016), when entities are created their initial policies are
stored according to the IDM. This has been extended to include default policies in the PAP.
The current security model defined by the IDM and PAP configuration implements a simple
role-based access control in which there are privileged users, i.e. with role admin, and other
users. The implementation of admin users as privileged users is realised through the following
principles:
1. Protecting the role attribute from writes on every user: the role attribute can only be
set by users who already have the role equal to admin. The bootstrapping problem is
solved by generating admin users during boot based on the configuration of IDM.
2. Adding policies to allow administrators to perform almost every action: By adding a
lock ensuring that write operations can only be performed by the owner of the entity
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or users with admin role, we ensure that entities and operations are protected by
default. Although we could let administrators do every action, for now we still ensure
that particular actions, such as reading the user’s credentials can only be performed by
the user himself. However, if required, administrators could have full power over every
action with simple changes on the configuration.
3. Protecting the Meta Policy defining who can update the policy for the attribute
“role”: this ensures that non-admin users cannot update the policy for their role
attribute to allow themselves to change it, and then set it to admin.
To illustrate how the security model enforces policies, Figure 5 shows the mapping between
the attributes and fields in policies, stored in IDM and the PAP respectively. From the attribute
perspective, i.e. left-hand-side of the figure, note that users can have an attribute called
credentials. This object lets users store information required to authenticate to external
clouds7 (Sosa 2017). Due to the sensitive nature of this object, i.e. contains tokens to act on
external systems, administrator users are not allowed to read or set elements within this
object by default.
On the right-hand side of Figure 5, policies are shown. Policies in black bold characters show
policies that are explicitly set during the entity’s creation. On the other hand, Policies in grey
show policies that are not explicitly set, but instead are the result of evaluating the first policy
on a higher level starting from a particular field. This means for example, if there is no policy
for the attribute “credentials.dropbox”, the policy framework will try to find the policy for
“credentials”. If a policy is found, this policy is applied to the field in “credentials.dropbox”.
If the policy framework finishes traversing upward fields, and there is no policy set for any of
the parent fields up to the root of the policy structure, the framework takes the so called Top
Level Policy for the object. The top level policy applies to all fields within a given policy
structure, which have not overridden it by a more specific policy. Specifically, fields such as
Role or Credentials override the top level policy, making the policy framework to ignore the
top level policy, or any other higher policy, and taking a particular policy for a given field and
its descendants (unless some descendant overrides the policy again).
Although, this was partially covered in (Parra 2016), we clarify the default attribute security
model and how it is enforced we explain hereafter the rationale for each policy field:
 Id, owner, groups: when attempting to read or write these attributes they evaluate the
top level policy. This means that everyone can read the value for the attribute, but
only the admin or the owner can set them.
 Password: readable by the owner only (not the admin), but can be written by the
owner or an admin user. The latter part of the policy allows admin users to reset
someone else’s password in case they have forgotten it.
 Role: readable by everyone but can only be assigned by an admin user. This ensures
that users cannot elevate privileges by updating their attribute.
7

This is a requirement from WP4 authentication towards external clouds.
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Credentials: can be read or written only by the owner. This is an example where not
even admin users have enough permission to read or write an attribute, only the
owner can do that. We assume that this attribute contains sensitive information, i.e.
credentials for external systems, therefore we do not allow anyone but the credential
owner to read or update by default.

Figure 5 Digital Policies for attributes

3.4.2 Digital Policies on Actions
So far, we have covered policies on attributes. This section explains how AGILE supports the
policy definition for actions on the gateway’s entities. To this end, we use the device entity
instead of the user entity for our example, since more actions (not related to attributes) take
place on devices than users. The fields supporting the policy evaluation for the actions is the
field inside “actions” on the PAP, i.e. the right-hand side.
To support actions, the PAP sets a default policy for the actions field in the policy structure of
any new object. By default, the field “actions” contains a policy applied to any subfield of
actions which does not redefine the policy.
In Figure 6, it can be observed the mapping between attributes and fields in the PAP including
some actions under the “actions” field, for a device. By default, all actions can be executed by
admin users or the owner. Of course, if a field within actions, e.g. “actions.myCustomAction”,
would set a different policy, then this policy would be taken for “actions. myCustomAction”
and any other fields within, e.g. “actions.myCustomAction.new”, unless they also define an
own policy.
In the example shown by Figure 6, the device has two actions called components and status
which can be read and written to by the owner and admin users. These two policies are
evaluated by the PDP whenever the AGILE API would trigger their evaluation. Specifically, the
“actions.components” action would be evaluated by the PDP when users attempt to read or
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write the components, such as temperature or pressure values, of a particular device.
Likewise, the “actions.status” field would contain the policy to specify which users can query
or write to the status of a particular device.

Figure 6 Digital Policies for Actions

3.4.3 Meta Policies
We have already covered how to define Digital Policies for actions and attributes. However,
without Meta Policies protecting those policies from being updated by unauthorized users, the
security framework would still miss a key aspect. Without Meta Policies, a user could update
the policies to get read or write access to any attribute or action and circumvent the policy.
As shown in Table 2, when a user attempts to write to an IDM entity attribute such as
“credentials”, the PDP evaluates the policy located in the field “credentials” of the policy
structure. To support deciding when policies should be updated we have designated another
field within the policy structure called “policy”. Thus, when a user wants update the policy for
the credentials attribute, the “policy.credentials” field is evaluated by the PDP to decide
whether the user can update the credentials policy. The Meta Policy deciding who can update
the policy field, i.e. “policy.credentials” would be located at “policy.policy.credentials”. This
composition of policy of policies could be taken as far as desired, but it gets harder to grasp
due to the recursive composition of the relationship representing the policy of a policy.

Policy Structure Field Evaluated

Attempting to read or write to

credentials
policy.credentials

Credentials Attribute (of the Entity)
Credentials Policy (setting field credentials in
the policy structure)
Credentials Meta Policy (setting field
policy.credentials in the policy structure)
policy.policy.credentials – not commonly
used.

policy.policy.credentials
policy.policy.policy.credentials

Table 2 Fields used for evaluation of Digital Policies and Meta Policies
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The person configuring the gateway decides how many levels of policies should be updateable
by the system. For example, if needed, only Digital Policies can be updated while keeping the
Meta Policies (who can update the policies) fixed. Conversely, the security framework could
also handle that users update the Meta Policies. To enforce a particular level of policy of policy
composition, the system allows only reads on the highest level of the policy recursion, e.g.
Meta Policies. This prevents any user from updating the highest level of composition of
policies; thus, no user can start changing Meta Policies and update policies all the way down
until they get higher privileges on the Digital Policies.
For simplicity, Figure 7 covers an example on which the system allows to handle updates on
policies for attributes (Digital Policies), but it does not allow updates on policies of policies of
attributes (Meta Policies). With the configuration shown in Figure 7 we aim to ensure that
attribute policies can be updated by the owner of the entity and the administrators in a
consistent manner. To be more specific, we want to prevent unauthorized users from updating
the Meta Policies to give themselves write access to the Policy, and subsequently update the
policy to gain access to an attribute. In our example, we want to ensure that only the owner of
an entity can read the device’s credentials (without allowing admin users to read the
credentials information). Nonetheless, we still want to let the owner of the entity update the
policy for the device object, in case they change their mind and want to give access to other
users.
First of all, whenever a user attempts to read or write the credentials attribute, the policy
located in the “credentials” field of the policy structure will be evaluated. The shown
configuration allows only the owner to read or write to this attribute. If any user attempts to
update the policy for the credentials to change the access to the attribute, the PDP will
evaluate the policy located in “policy.credentials”. This field specifies that everyone can read
the policy for credentials but only the owner can write it.
Also, if any user tries to update the Meta Policy, i.e. the field “policy.credentials”, the PDP
would evaluate the policy located in “policy.policy.credentials”. The PDP would only allow
users to read the Meta Policy, yet making it impossible for any user to manipulate the Meta
Policies.
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Figure 7 Meta Policies for an entity
The same concept applied for attributes and Meta Policies is applied for actions. Additionally,
the policy structure shown in Figure 7 could be modified to allow updates on the Meta Policies.
For this, the policy field must be further nested to allow updates by specifying
“policy.policy.credentials” with a custom policy specifying who can update the Meta Policy.
Also, the field “policy.policy.policy” would have to be set to readAll to prevent users from
updating who can update the policy for Meta Policies (the “Meta-Meta Policy” so to say).
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4 Monitoring Actions (Audit)
To complement usage control policies on the data and APIs offered by AGILE, the security
framework also includes tools for users to monitor the provenance of actions performed on
their devices or on their behalf (where actions originate from). This will give insights to users
interacting with the gateway, making them more aware of which software components and
which users had access to their data, as well as when.

4.1 Tracking Security-Related Interactions
Applications or workflows running in the gateway rely on AGILE-IDM to authenticate users.
Whenever a user is authenticated with AGILE-IDM, an OAuth2 client (some kind of application)
must have requested the token on behalf of this particular user to AGILE-IDM (Parra 2016). By
default IDM has an OAuth2 client for the Desktop-like framework (OS.js) including all the
Graphical Interfaces for the gateway. But, it is possible for users to create new Oatuh2 clients
in IDM in order to enable other applications running outside of the Desktop-like framework to
consume, store data or execute actions through the AGILE API.
Therefore, it is imperative to include mechanisms to let users know which operations have
been executed on their devices or on their behalf by which OAuth2 clients.

4.1.1 Granularity of Audit Event Storage
With security, it is important to keep in mind the trade-off between resource consumption and
the advantages obtained by security mechanisms. As a result, we have introduced several
configuration parameters to protect the gateway from using too many resources when storing
security-relevant actions performed by users.

Logging Level and Rotation Timespan
The first possibility to limit the amount of actions logged is to set a logging level and a
“rotation timespan” for the audit component configuration.
For the Logging level, as the level is set higher, the least amount of actions are logged. This
works similarly to setting a logger level between DEBUG, WARNING, and ERROR. Where
DEBUG < WARNING < ERROR, as the level is set higher, less output is presented to the user.
In addition, the audit component removes entries older than a specific period of time. To set
this value, the timeframe configuration parameter can be set to be a number of seconds,
minutes, days, weeks etc.8

8

The format used is a number the first letter of the time period. For example, one day, 3 weeks, two
seconds are represented as 1d, 3w, ws.
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Regular Expression for Actions Logged
The second possibility to limit the amount of actions logged, in addition to the logging level, is
to set regular expression on the actions that are logged. By default this regular expression is
set to '^actions' in order to log every policy decision that starts with the action keyword. As a
result, this expression excludes the policy evaluation regarding attribute access and stores only
Digital Policy and Meta Policy evaluations.

NO_AUDIT Environment Variable
In case setting the logging level and the regular expression is not enough. The most drastic
method to prevent audit logging is to set the NO_AUDIT environment variable in the Operating
System as “1”. This prevents the PDP from initializing the audit module, and as a result no
actions are logged.

4.1.2 Action Log Format
Each action logged is stored in JSON format has the following format in the levelDB database:
{
user: "alice!@!agile-local",
client: “AGILE-OSJS”,
entity:{
id:"dummy001122334455 ",
type:"/device",
owner: "bob!@!agile-local"
},
action:"actions.status",
time: 1503488580709
}

Table 3 Format for audit actions logged
The action log entry shown in Table 3 reflects that alice using the AGILE-IDM local
authentication strategy (Parra 2016) through the default Desktop-like graphical interface, i.e.
client is AGILE-OSJS, accessed the device status, for the device with id dummy001122334455
owned by the user bob authenticated with the agile-local strategy. The action is timestamped
with 1503488580709 seconds after the epoch.
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4.1.3 Visibility of Audit Information
Accessing audit information is possible through the Audit REST API shown in Figure 2.
However, there are only two persons who can see an action, either the owner of the entity on
which the action took place, or the user performing the action. This protects the privacy of the
actions towards other users. Still, the owner of the entity could be interested in finding out
who is using his entity and how. On the other hand, the user on behalf of whom the action was
performed, could be interested in finding out whether some OAuth2 client is performing
actions on his behalf that he is not aware of.

4.1.4 Removal of Audit Information
The Audit REST API shown in Figure 2 also allows users to clean the audit logs in case they get
too hard to understand. However, a user can only delete actions that took place on his entities.
Conversely, a user cannot delete actions he has done on entities, because this would let
malicious OAuth2 clients acting on behalf of well-intentioned users, or also malicious users, to
execute actions and then clean their tracks afterwards from the audit log.
The audit information allows the enforcement of policies based on use of security-critical APIs.
For example, with the ActionExecLessThan lock using audit information, it is possible to ensure
that a certain device can only be read maximum a number of times within a period of time. In
this way, users could have a more strict usage control on their data.

4.2 Support to Usage Control
The Audit component generates data that is evaluated during runtime by the
ActionExecLessThan lock presented in Section 3.2. This allows the security framework to
ensure that the user attempting to access the entity’s attribute, action, or data item in AGILE,
has not executed a particular action more than a number of times. Since the audit system
removes entries older than a particular threshold, e.g. number of hours/days. This lock ensures
that for the audit period of time, the user has not executed more than a number of actions.
We foresee this lock to be useful when users want to ensure that an application gains access to
their data with a certain frequency, therefore preventing a user to get information more than
he needs.
For the sake of the argument, let us consider a user in a smart metering scenario. It is known
that smart meters pose a privacy threat to their users because they can be potentially used for
behaviour profiling, among other aspects (Weaver 2014). One of the points raised by the
report is that information about average consumption of electricity should be delivered
monthly, due to the fact that such information is only relevant for billing the customer. In case
an average value of consumption would be delivered with higher frequencies, e.g. every 30
min, this average value could be used to determine changes in the behaviour of users. On the
other hand, if the information would be shared only once a month, the user would protect his
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privacy by ensuring that the electricity company gets an aggregated value but only once a
month. If there would be a similar privacy-sensitive use case in AGILE, users could ensure such
a policy by configuring the audit log rotation to be one month, and by adding the
ActionExecLessThan with the value 1 and action “read” to the device component storing the
average electricity consumption for the user.

5 Policy Enforcement Points
Enforcement points are responsible of ensuring that only allowed actions or data flows take
place. This section sheds some light on why the PEPs are needed and their main function.

5.1 Identity Management
The first PEP for AGILE has been AGILE IDM. Since AGILE IDM handles attributes requiring
assurance, i.e. can only be set by particular entities, it requires to enforce policies on attribute
writes. Likewise, IDM can store credentials for devices or users, so enforcing policies when
attributes are read and proper declassification of information, i.e. removing information that is
not allowed to be read, also required IDM to implement an enforcement point. There has
been an update on how IDM enforces policies since the first prototype of AGILE IDM was
released. From the enforcement point of view, IDM uses a different format for the policies
supported for attributes and also sets default action policies on the PAP. This allows us to have
a unified policy format and framework to deal with policy decision and administration across
all the PEPs.

5.2 AGILE API
The AGILE API is another PEP for AGILE. The AGILE API includes several components from the
development architecture shown in Figure 1. Therefore components exposing securitysensitive actions such as the Device API, the Protocol Manager API and the Data API will
become enforcement points querying the PDP to evaluate whether particular actions can take
place. Whenever actions are performed on devices or users, the PDP will evaluate whether a
given action can take place for these kinds of entities.
To the above effect, partners Passau and Resinio have improvised and developed a data
creation and access model which features associations between users creating subscriptions in
the Data API for the purpose of recording, or gaining access to, device and other data on the
gateway. For example, when creating a subscription (which is an established channel on the
upper-layer of the software, such as the Data Management with its associated User Interface)
which in turn will need to query the API and retrieve stored data, a token shall be required and
an IDM Client Entity created. Subsequently, retrieval of data through that subscription will
attempt to authenticate with the same client (using an authentication token) with access only
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to the client’s underlying (and permitted) data. In terms of data provenance, we store
metadata which define information such as the origin ID (and type) of the device or actuator.
This carries over the enforcement of access rules (for example, if access to devices’ data is
allowed).
To cover a more general use case, in which there are actions that are not associated with users
or devices, we have also introduced a gateway entity in the security model. This will allow the
AGILE APIs to check with the PDP whether the authenticated users can execute a particular
action on the gateway. A clear example of a case when the gateway entity is needed is
enabling a particular protocol. This action is associated with the gateway features, not with
users or devices. As mentioned before, in case additional entities are needed they can be
configured to be handled by IDM or even to be created during boot, like the local gateway
entity or the default OAuth2 client for the Desktop environment of the gateway.

5.3 Node-RED
Node-RED already ensures that only users presenting a valid AGILE IDM token can log in. This
was implemented as part of the tasks taking care of the Gateway User and Data Management
Interfaces and the Developer’s visual Interface (Tasks 3.2 and 3.3). However, Node-RED can
also serve as PEP to enable users to place enforcement points inside their own workflows.
To do this, users could define policies for actions on entities, and then instruct the policyevaluation node to call the PDP to evaluate a policy by providing an entity id, entity type and a
field for the policy to be evaluated. Also, users could reference policies already in use by the
AGILE framework, such as “actions.status” for a device, to instruct that a message should only
flow through the policy-evaluation node in case the user executing the flow is allowed to read
or write the device’s status.
This enforcement node allows the security framework to enter the realm of user-developed
Node-RED flows and support users to ensure security on their workflows.
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6 API and SDK
Developers using JavaScript can use the AGILE SDK to perform any of the operations offered by
the PDP, PAP or Audit API. For completeness, this section serves as a reference for the swagger
REST API documentation and the SDK documentation for developers.

6.1 REST API Documentation
The REST API documentation for all components available through the REST API as part of the
security architecture is exported as a markdown file in Swagger format. The main advantage is
that developers have a standard way to define and read specifications, as well as tools to
display the documentation. Figure 8 shows the visualization of the REST API for the PAP API in
Table 4.

Figure 8 REST API documentation screenshot
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Name

URL

PAP API

http://petstore.swagger.io/?url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/AgileIoT/agilesecurity/e53208832a0c50e2156785372daf33b2b3b60538/docs/api/swagger/papapi.yml#/Policy/ReadEntityPolicy

PDP API

http://petstore.swagger.io/?url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/AgileIoT/agilesecurity/e53208832a0c50e2156785372daf33b2b3b60538/docs/api/swagger/pdpapi.yml

Audit API

http://petstore.swagger.io/?url=https://raw.githubusercontent.com/AgileIoT/agilesecurity/e53208832a0c50e2156785372daf33b2b3b60538/docs/api/swagger/auditswagger.yml

Table 4 REST API links

6.2 SDK Documentation
As shown by Figure 9, the SDK Documentation of the security namespaces (policies.pap,
policies.pdp, and audit) is shown in the Documentation markdown file in the agile-sdk
repository
(https://github.com/Agile-IoT/agilesdk/blob/a732fcfffbad29ec89fd1d464002f442d4bd19f7/DOCUMENTATION.md#agile.policies).

Figure 9 SDK documentation screenshot
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7 Summary, Associated Work and Future Steps
With the possibilities provided by AGILE to developers, it becomes paramount to support
them, as well as users who own devices connected to the gateway, with mechanisms with
meaningful and easy to understand security policies and monitoring mechanisms. This
deliverable explains the security architecture for the proposed solution starting from the
Usage Control ABC as well as standardised definitions of key components present in
architectures providing attribute-based access control. We have clarified the rationale behind
the design and implementation decisions which consider performance and extensibility of the
software developed. These two components, in our opinion, increase the likelihood for the
AGILE software stack to live on after the AGILE project is finished. Moreover, we outline the
location of PEPs in the AGILE architecture and explain their purpose.
It is important to note that in the wider scope of Usage Control on the AGILE gateway, the
consortium is also adapting existing Operating System implementations (such as resinOS) that
can facilitate the configuration of access to, as well as granular control of, hardware
components. This includes privileges inherited by low-level OS containers. As an example, udev
rules (running in the Linux user-space, as opposed to executed in the kernel-space) can be
manually adapted in the host OS to reflect requirements of either the whole underlying AGILE
stack (such as the SDK, Device or Data API services) or the end-user application stack.
Exploration and development of these components is still in progress as part of the OS solution
we are adopting, with an aim to either carry the same Usage Control mechanism to the lower
OS levels (for example when mounting devices for use, or block storage for access to files), or
alternatively lock down access to the AGILE stack so there is no compromise on security, bar
physical access to the gateway or its associated device ecosystem.
As future steps we expect to evaluate our solution as the security framework gets further
integrated with the AGILE software stack and as the use cases start using the policy
management and evaluation infrastructure put in place so far. Specifically, we will pay close
attention to whether the database technology chose can handle efficiently the processing of
the audit, policy information. Currently, all databases used by the security components use
levelDB: a lightweight database written in C and included through native interfaces in Node.js.
However, since levelDB is a key-value database, sometimes this imposes iterations over sets of
elements in order to filter them when the value is not part of the element’s keys. Also, as part
of the Platform Integration task in WP5 we will extend the user interface to include additional
security information such as the audit log information and policy management.
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